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RESPIRATORY epithelium, strictly defined as the epithelium of distal lung that 
lines walls of respiratory bronchioles and alveoli, is composed of two cell types 

known as alveolar type I and II cells or type I and II pneumocytes. The former is a 
flat, attenuated, terminally differentiated cell through which air-blood gas ex
changes occur. The latter is a cuboidal cell that elaborates and releases all the phos
pholipid and protein components of pulmonary surfactant (87, 113); it also serves as 
a progenitor cell for itself and for the type I cell that does not divide (64). Although it 
belongs to the bronchiolar epithelium at the junction of conducting and respiratory 
portions of the lung, the nonciliated bronchiolar, or Clara, cell shares features with 
the type II pneumocyte since, in addition to secretory products proper to this cell 
type, it also releases some surfactant protein components (87). It also represents the 
progenitor for itself and for the basal and ciliated cells in the renewal process of the 
epithelium (64). These cell types, however, represent only a small part of all epithe
lial lung cell phenotypes. In total, pulmonary epithelium comprises at least 11 differ
entiated cell types that, to a large extent, determine lung function. To understand 
phenotypic differentiation in the distal parts of the lung, we need to investigate (1) 
how lung-specific identity is determined, and (2), how distal cell lineages are speci
fied relative to those of more proximal parts of the lung, the epithelial cells of con
ducting airways. 

Alveolar and Clara cells differentiate relatively late in gestation, once the 

bronchial and bronchiolar tree is completed (30). All epithelial cells of the lung de

rive from a ventral outgrowth of the embryonic endodermal tube. During the earli

est phases of lung development, i.e., the embryonic and glandular periods, when 
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branching of the bronchial tree becomes established by dichotomous growing of the 

anlage (see Chap. 1), epithelial cells remain morphologically undifferentiated and 

apparently homogeneous. At a definite developmental stage that takes place at the 

end of the glandular period, the proximal and distal areas of growing tubules become 

sharply demarcated. Whereas proximal tubules, considered to be the prospective 

bronchial system (primordial or bronchial tubules), keep the pseudostratified colum

nar appearance of the primordial epithelium, cells of distal tubules, considered to be 

the prospective respiratory system (acinar tubules), become cuboidal (170). Func

tional maturation of the various cell types begins before the completion of the 

branching process of the bronchiolar and respiratory systems. The precise time when 

a given cell type or cell type precursor is present is nevertheless in dispute, depend

ing on the nature of the criterion used for investigation: morphological aspects, im

munological reactivity, or in situ hybridization. 
There is considerable information on diffusible factors capable of modulating 

(enhancing or decreasing) the expression of lung cell markers. The sequence of mo

lecular events driving pattern formation in the developing lung, i.e., the temporal 

cascade of gene activation and repression that leads to differential expression charac

teristic of the various cell phenotypes and to their architectural arrangement, how

ever, remains largely unknown. On the basis of currently available data, only conjec

tural assumptions can be made with regard to the ultimate mechanisms of cell 

determination, i.e., to the master genes that specify a pulmonary identity or to the 

possible morphogens that instruct lung cells to assume proximal- or distal-specific 

functions. Recently, however, a rapidly increasing number of studies have produced 

new insights into the molecular mechanisms that confer the ability to express lung

specific genes to alveolar and Clara cells. This chapter reviews the data dealing with 

distal lung development in this fast evolving field of research. Control mechanisms 

of growth, morphogenesis, and cell-specific expression of markers are considered, 

with particular emphasis given to the latter. 

ONTOGENY OF DISTAL LUNG MARKERS AND 
COMMITMENT OF LUNG EPITHELIAL CELLS 

Markers of Alveolar Cells and Clara Cells 

Alveolar Type II Cell Markers 
The alveolar type II cell is the major source of pulmonary surfactant, the proteolipid 

complex that lines lung alveoli and plays a variety of roles crucial for respiratory 

function. It presents remarkable and unique biophysical and biological features, in

cluding surface tension-lowering capacity, water repellency, anti-edematous activity, 

and antimicrobial properties. Its major components are lipids, principally phospho

lipids, that account for as much as 90% of its mass and of which dipalmitoyl

phosphatidylcholine is the most abundant molecule. Another phospholipid, phos-
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phatidylglycerol, appears to be surfactant-specific, as it is virtually absent from 

animal cells other than alveolar type II cells. The high rate of phospholipid produc

tion by type II cells is reflected in the high level of activity of the enzymes involved 

in their biosynthetic pathway, compared with other cell types. Among the 10% pro

tein components of surfactant, four characteristic proteins, SP-A, -B, -C, and -D, 

have been described (87). SP-A and SP-D are amphiphilic proteins that belong to 

the C-type collectin family and are closely related to two seric proteins, mannose

binding protein and conglutinin, respectively. They are active in alveoli as an octa

decamer and a dodecamer. Both SP-A and SP-D exhibit a non-phospholipid-linked 

property of opsonizing microorganisms, which likely facilitates phagocytosis by 

alveolar macrophages. Furthermore, SP-A, but not SP-D, interacts with surfactant 

phospholipids and SP-B. The simultaneous presence of SP-A and SP-B is required 

for the transformation of the content of lamellar bodies, the intracellular storage 

form of surfactant, into tubular myelin, a three-dimensional square lattice that ap

pears to be a precursor form of the active surfactant film. SP-B and SP-C are much 

smaller, highly hydrophobic peptides that are closely associated with phospholipids. 

Their presence appears to be essential for rapid spreading and absorption of surfac

tant onto the aqueous hypophase lining the alveolar wall. These four proteins are 

excellent markers of distal lung epithelium. It should be stressed, however, that only 

SP-C is specific to type II cells, since Clara cells also express SP-A, SP-B, and SP-D 

genes (91). Their genes, including large upstream promoter regions, have been 

cloned in several species, allowing one to study transactivation mechanisms of their 

expression. Attempts to characterize type II cell apical membrane markers have also 

been made. Characterization and eDNA cloning of an SP-A binding protein consid

ered a type II cell-specific SP-A receptor (165) have been reported. 

A major problem in neonatology, respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) of the 

newborn, is mainly a consequence of pulmonary surfactant deficit; thus thorough 

knowledge of lung maturation is a prerequisite to efficient prevention of RDS. Pre

vention of its sequelae, bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD), a condition that in

volves necrotizing bronchiolitis, thickening of septal walls, and fibrosis, also calls for 

a better understanding of mechanisms governing cell growth, differentiation, and 

epithelial repair. 

Alveolar Type I Cell Markers 
The phenotypic transition that type II cells undergo during their transdifferentiation 

into type I cells includes not only the loss of surfactant component expression but 

also the acquisition of new membrane markers of the second cell type. This was first 

illustrated by changes in lectin-binding properties. Lectin ligands, however, have not 

all been characterized. Whereas Madura pomifera lectin binds to apical surface 

proteins of type II cells, Ricinus communis (reviewed in ref. 113) and Bauhinia 
purpurea (93) lectins specifically label type I cells. Only recently have more specific 

markers of type I cells begun to be characterized. Antibodies have been raised against 

apical surface proteins that appear to be type I cell-specific (62). These tools appear 

to be useful for studying the type II cell-type I cell transition in vitro (55). Similarly, 
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a novel gene encoding for a type I cell protein designated T1a has been described. In

terestingly, T1a, which appears to be a transmembrane protein also expressed in the 

brain and in ciliary epithelia, has been reported to be developmentally regulated 

(185). 

Clara Cell Secretory Protein 

A secreted, covalently bound homodimeric protein called the Clara cell secretory 
protein [CCSP; (80)], otherwise designated 10 kDa Clara cell specific protein [CClO; 

(159)], CC17, RLL (for rat lung lavage), and polychlorinated biphenyl-binding pro

tein, has been described in lung lavage or tissue of various species and localized to 

vesicles within the Clara cell (12, 159).1ts functions are not precisely established, but 

it displays phospholipase A2 and proteinase-inhibitory activity (80). It may also act 

as an immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory protein similar to its uterine 

counterpart, uteroglobin (111). Its gene has been cloned in human (186) and rat 

(147). Along with SP-C, it represents a useful marker for differentiating alveolar 

type II and Clara cells. 

Ontogeny of Surfactant Proteins and CClO in the Developing Lung 

In human pregnancy (term at 40 weeks), the first lamellar bodies appear at about 

19-20 weeks. Surfactant amount regularly increases until term. In the rat and rabbit, 

two species widely used for investigations on lung development, the first lamellar 

bodies are seen at gestational days 19 and 26 for gestational length of 22 and 31 days, 

respectively (30). In various species, significant amounts of surfactant-associated 

proteins have been detected along with the increase in surfactant phospholipids, al

though their mRNAs could be detected somewhat earlier (30, 148), and the course of 

phospholipid and protein storage parallels that of development of biophysical prop

erties (65). It has been shown, however, that a low level of expression of surfactant 

proteins is present much earlier and is not limited to cells destined to become alveo

lar type II cells. These proteins therefore represent precocious markers of developing 

pulmonary epithelia, before differentiation of actual type II cells. Thus, SP-A and its 

mRNA have been evidenced in human tracheal and bronchial epithelium as early as 

the 13th gestational week (96)-i.e., at least 6 weeks before formation of the first 

lamellar bodies. SP-A expression in proximal portions ceases when mucociliary dif

ferentiation takes place and becomes limited to Clara cells (96). Similarly, in the rat, 

the mRNAs of SP-A, SP-B, and SP-C have been detected by reverse-transcriptase 

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) on gestational day 12, the day after the forma

tion of the lung anlage, and were present in all tubules, including the trachea, during 

the 3 following days (176). In the mouse fetus, immunoreactive pro-SP-B and pro

SP-C have been found in large proximal airways, including main and lobar bronchi, 

during early lung development, and become restricted to bronchiolar and alveolar 

epithelial cells in late gestation (195). 
CC10 mRNA was first detected in rat lung on gestational day 16 by in situ hy-
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bridization and was found to be restricted to bronchial tubules lined with tall colum
nar cells in which expression appeared to be uniform (167). By gestational day 19, it 
became limited to secretory epithelial cells lining the bronchi and terminal bronchi
oles. Ciliated cells and cells lining the prealveolar saccules lacked hybridization sig
nal (167). CC10 transcript increased in abundance during late fetal life and reached 
adult levels 2 weeks postpartum in this species (82). Surprisingly, in the adult rat, 
alveolar type II cells appear to express CClO mRNA (167), which is in contrast with 
the Clara cell-specific expression of the protein itself, suggesting post-transcriptional 
control of the message. This overlap could be a peculiarity of the rat, however, since 
the murine type II cells do not appear to contain CC10 transcripts (179). 

An important observation was made through immunocytochemical investiga
tions in the mouse fetus (188): lung epithelial progenitor cells simultaneously ex
press immunohistochemical markers characteristic of different mature cell lineages. 
Thus, in an early phase spanning from gestational days 13 to 15 (term is 20 days), all 
epithelial cells of distal airways co-express CC10, SP-A, and calcitonin gene-related 
peptide (CGRP), a neuropeptide marker of neuroendocrine cells of the bronchiolar 
system. These markers subsequently seggregate when cell types differentiate from 
each other. The emergence of staining of the differentiated cell types occurs between 
days 16 and 18. These temporal expression patterns were recapitulated in serumless 
organ culture. Consistently, in situ hybridization study revealed SP-C expression 
throughout the distal epithelium from days 11 to 16 (179). According to Wuenschell 
et al. (188), the expression of all these gene products in a progenitor cell population 
may reflect some aspect of an underlying mechanism of developmental gene regula
tion, rather than early commitment to specific lineages. 

Ontogeny of Surfactant in Culture Models 

It has been long established that the entire pulmonary anlage can pursue its develop
ment in vitro even in the absence of serum (reviewed in ref. 30) This includes 
branching of the complete bronchial tree and differentiation of ciliated cells in 
bronchi and bronchioli. Type II cells differentiate at the tips, although actual alveolar 
sacs do not develop. Type II cell maturation was also observed in cultured fetal lung 
explants from various species in numerous studies. Starting in the 1960s, a number 
of experiments (reviewed in ref. 30) using the dissociation-reassociation approach of 
various epithelia with either homologous or heterologous mesenchyme showed 
that, even if the presence of mesenchyme was an absolute requirement for bronchial 
growth and branching, and if the branching pattern was dictated by mesenchyme ac
cording to the organ from which it originated, mesenchymes were not able to phe
notypically transform epithelial cells that seemed to be already determined. Thus, 
lung mesenchymal cells appeared to control the degree of differentiation of lung 
epithelium, but were not able to induce expression of lung epithelial markers in non
pulmonary epithelia. 

Although lung mesenchyme does not appear to induce the pulmonary identity 
of the epithelium, regionalization of the latter appears to be a consequence of region-
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alization of the mesenchyme. Thus, grafting distal lung mesenchyme onto explanted 

fetal rat tracheal epithelium induced budding, branching, and alveolar type II cell 

differentiation in the epithelium. Type II cell differentiation was attested to by the 

presence of SP-C mRNA (normal tracheal epithelium at the considered stage ex

pressed only SP-A and SP-B mRNAs), lamellar bodies, SP-B and SP-C proteins, and 

tubular myelin figures, all normally absent in normal tracheal epithelial cells (152). 

It should be pointed out that the ability of tracheal epithelium to respond to induc

tion by distal mesenchyme was limited in time; day 13-14 tracheal cells were re

sponsive to mesenchyme of the same stage, but day 16 tracheal cells failed to re

spond. Only distal mesenchyme from the presumptive acinar areas was inductory; 

mesenchyme of the main bronchus induced at most a barely detectable outpocket

ting of tracheal epithelium (152). By the same token, distal lung epithelium recom

bined with tracheal mesenchyme did not branch, but instead formed cysts and dif

ferentiated into ciliated and mucous secretory cells (156). Importantly, no lamellar 

bodies and no SP-C expression were detected with this combination (156). In addi

tion, in another study (38), it was suggested that, depending on the distance of mes

enchymal fibroblasts from the epithelium, these fibroblasts could produce different 

mediators that would promote either epithelial growth or differentiation, the latter 

being favored by fibroblasts in close proximity to the epithelium and more distant fi

broblasts favoring epithelial growth. The phenotypic plasticity of epithelial cells and 

the role of their local environment was also recently illustrated by results from ex

periments in which tumor cells from a cell line (MLE 15) were implanted in nude 

mice. This cell line is derived from lung adenocarcinoma formed in a mouse rendered 

transgenic for the simian virus 40 early region driven by the SP-C promoter. 

Whereas cells of this line expressed SP-C but not CC10 in vitro, they expressed both 

markers in tumor nodules formed in vivo. Both markers were not co-expressed in 

the same cell, however; SP-C mRNA was detected at the periphery of the tumors in 

close association with surrounding stromal tissue, and CC10 mRNA was detected 

in central tumor regions (184). This connects with the existence of direct contact be

tween alveolar type II and stromal cells through focal interruptions of the basement 

membrane in the normal lung, as this contact is thought to facilitate instruction 

transfer from the mesenchyme (30). Such contact is not present in bronchiolar cells. 

Although adult type II cells cultured on plastic rapidly loose their markers, 

these markers, including expression of surfactant proteins, are retained when cells 

are grown on basement membrane matrix material prepared from the murine En

gelbreth-Holm-Swarm (EHS) tumor (94, 153). This substratum was therefore used 

for studying type II cell differentiation in vitro. A first methodological approach con

sisted of complete enzymic dispersion of cells and removal of fibroblasts by differen

tial adhesion before seeding epithelial cells onto the basement membrane matrix 

where they formed pseudo-alveolar structures (45, 72). A second method consisted 

of separating the epithelial rudiment of embryonic rat lung from its surrounding 

mesenchyme by mild enzyme treatment; successful in vitro development of the en

tire epithelial tube was obtained through substitution of mesenchymal influence by 
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EHS basement membrane matrix and a growth factor-enriched medium (60, 130). 
Branching was observed in the presence of serum and various growth factors in one 
study using the second model ( 60), and was in another study obtained in a defined 
medium in the presence of acidic fibroblast growth factor (FGF-1) (130). In both the 
dispersed-cell model and the entire rudiment model, full differentiation of type II 
cells was obtained within a few days, including appearance and accumulation of 
typical lamellar bodies (45, 60, 72), formation of tubular myelin figures (45), appear
ance of SP-C mRNA (60, 72), onset of SP-A and SP-B synthesis, a sharp rise in the 
rate of precursor incorporation in surfactant lipids, and responsiveness to fibroblast
conditioned medium (71, 72). Figure 4.1 illustrates this differentiation capacity of 
fetal rat lung epithelial cells. With dissociated cells, an increase in the steady state of 
mRNAs encoding for various enzymes involved in phospholipid synthetic pathway 
that reproduced normal developmental changes was also observed (71). Scarce cili
ated cells also differentiated in this model (71, 72). It should be underscored that the 
differentiation process was achieved in chemically defined medium devoid of hor
mones in the first model (45, 71, 72), but not in the second one (60). No evaluation of 
epithelial differentiation was done in the study of whole rudiment growth in defined 
medium (130); however, a more recent investigation with the same model indicated 
poor expression of type II cell markers (40). 

Pluripotency of Fetal Lung Epithelial Cells and the Role of Mesenchyme 

Taken together, the early expression of surfactant protein genes in undifferentiated 
lung epithelium, including those areas destined to differentiate into proximal struc
tures that no longer express these markers, and the co-expression in a same pro
genitor cell of markers subsequently restricted to distinct cell lineages lead to the 
following conclusions: (1) cell commitment to a pulmonary identity is extremely 
precocious and (2) all the information necessary to generate all lung epithelial cell 
phenotypes is present in the primordial lung bud, including control of the biphasic 
pattern (common, then specific) of gene expression. The ability of undifferentiated 
epithelial cells to pursue in vitro the differentiation program of alveolar cells in an 
autonomous way (at least beyond a definite stage of development) shows that even if 
an initial mesenchymal induction takes place, it does not need to be maintained. This 
pulmonary identity may already be imprinted in the initial bud in a potential form, 
possibly as a consequence of the combined expression of homeotic genes that dictate 
commitment along the anterior-posterior axis. Regionalization in the capacity of 
mesenchyme to modulate or reverse epithelial gene expression indicates, however, 
that the final orientation of a progenitor cell toward a given phenotype among the 
possible pulmonary cell fates is submitted to mesenchymal control. Presumably, 
paracrine and/ or matricial information compartmentalized along the anterior
posterior axis of the lung orients gene expression in pluripotent epithelial cells. This 
control is likely to be exerted at the level of differential expression of transcriptional 
factors, leading in turn to expression of specific epithelial cell markers. 
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Fig. 4.1 In vitro differentiation of isolated epithelial cells from fetal rat lung~ Cells 
were taken on gestational day 17 and cultured on basement membrane matrix in 
defined medium. (A) Transmission electron microscopy aspect of lamellar bodies 
formed during a 6-day culture. [Original picture from C. Fraslon.] SP-B im
munoreactivity (immunofluorescent-coupled anti SP-B antibody) occurred after 2 
days (B) and 6 days (C) of culture. Note the increase in SP-B content during cul
ture; immunoreactive SP-B was not detected at culture initiation. [Original pic
tures from B. Chailley-Heu.] 
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ROLE OF TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS IN LUNG 
DEVELOPMENT AND THE CONTROL OF 
SPECIFIC PROTEIN EXPRESSION 

85 

Control of gene expression resides in a combinatorial interaction between gene 
promoter regions and various nuclear protein ligands known as transcription factors. 
These trans-acting factors present characteristic DNA-binding motifs that interact 
with specific DNA sequences or cis-acting elements. Some transcription factors are 
ubiquitous and are needed for transcription of a number of genes. Tissue, area, or 
cell-type specificity in expression pattern of other transactivating factors, along with 
chromatin accessibility to these factors, accounts for restricted expression of cell 
markers. Analysis of the 5' -flanking regions of marker genes and of the cell-specific 
nuclear factors that control their transcription may therefore enlighten our under
standing of cell differentiation mechanisms. Only these specific transcription factors 
will be considered here. Transcription factors from three different families, namely 
thyroid transcription factor 1, hepatocyte nuclear factors-3/forkhead factors, and 
CCAAT I enhancer binding proteins, have been recently recognized as playing crucial 
roles in distal lung-specific gene expression and lung developmental processes. 

Role ofThyroid Transcription Factor-1 

Thyroid transcription factor-1 (TTF-1 ), otherwise designated thyroid-specific en
hancer-binding protein (TIEBP) or Nkx-2.1, is a homeodomain-containing DNA
binding protein (78) initially described as a transcription factor for thyroid-specific 
genes (47). It is homologous to the Drosophila transcription factor NK-2 and be
longs to the NKx class of nuclear factors (53). Homeodomain transcription factors 
are characterized by a conserved 60 amino acid DNA-binding domain designated the 
homeodomain, which is characterized by a helix-turn-helix motif and is encoded by 
a 180 nucleotide domain referred to as the homeobox (75). 

During fetal development, TTF-1 mRNA is present in cell nuclei of the brain, 
thyroid, and pulmonary epithelium, but is absent from the foregut epithelium prior 
to the onset of thyroid and lung morphogenesis (53, 105). In the lung and thyroid, 
TTF-1 is expressed in cells of the primitive lung bud epithelium as well as in subsets 
of epithelial cells that subsequently differentiate. Interestingly, a gradient establishes 
along the anterior-posterior axis of these structures, with expression restricted to 
the distal epithelial tubules and absent from the most proximal segments (105). 
TTF-1 mRNA is absent from mesenchymal cells (105). It is present in subsets of 
bronchiolar and alveolar cells in the mature lung (78, 84) and is particularly abun
dantly expressed in postnatal lung alveolar type II cells (84). Recently, systematic 
immunohistochemical studies have established more precisely the spatial-temporal 
changes in TTF-1 protein localization in the developing mouse (195) and human 
(162) fetal lung. In mouse lung (195), TTF-1 was detected on gestational day 10 in 
nuclei of main bronchial epithelial cells. From days 12 through 16, it was expressed 
at high levels in all airways including the trachea, and was particularly prominent in 
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newly formed distal airway tubules. In late gestation, labeling was more intense in 
type II cells than in cells of conducting airways. In the adult mouse lung, however, 

type II cells and bronchial or bronchiolar epithelial cells appeared equally stained, 

which appears to contradict previous mRNA analysis (105). In fetal human lung 
(162), early detection (11 weeks) was found in undifferentiated columnar epithelial 

cells. Subsequently, labeling became most prominent in cells at the tip of the devel

oping buds. Close to term, TTF-1 disappeared from proximal columnar epithelium to 
become restricted to alveolar type II cells, Clara cells, and cells lining bronchioloalve
olar portals. It is striking that in both species, TTF-1 distribution overlaps that of 

SP-A, SP-B, SP-C, and CC10, and decline of TTF-1 from proximal territories coin

cides with the disappearance of transiently expressed markers such as SP-A or pro
SP-B/C. The persistence ofTTF-1 in large airways throughout life in the mouse sug

gests, however, that other transcription factors could be involved in this regulation. 

Interestingly, TTF-1 is absent from alveolar type I cells, which implies an arrest of its 

production during the type li-to-type I transition (162). It should be emphasized 
that TTF-1 was found in the same study (162) to be deficient in atelectatic areas of 

the lung in RDS and in collapsed airways in BPD, but was prominent in regenerating 
tips of terminal airways in the latter condition. Elucidation of mechanisms that 

regulate TTF-1 gene expression may therefore be important for the treatment of 

acute and chronic lung disease in infants. 
Inhibition of TTF-1 translation through the use of an antisense oligonucleotide 

in an in vitro model of embryonic mouse lung morphogenesis led to abnormal phe

notype, including reduced branching and unorganized hyperplastic epithelium 

which kept tall columnar immature cells (124). Consistently, inactivation of the 
TTF-1 gene through homologous recombination in the mouse permitted develop

ment until birth but, among other major abnormalities, led to arrested lung develop

ment. Fetuses homozygous for the disrupted gene displayed lack of lobar bronchi 
branching, rudimentary bronchial tree, and absence of bronchioli, alveoli, and lung 

parenchyma, which were replaced by dilated saccules limited by a columnar epithe

lium of bronchial type (97). Altogether, these observations point out TTF-1 as hav

ing an essential role in the control of lung organogenesis, particularly with regard to 
epithelial branching growth and development of distal structures, including the on

togenesis of cuboidal cells that serve as progenitors to alveolar epithelial cells. 

With regard to expression of lung-specific protein genes, TTF-1 was first 
demonstrated to control SP-B gene expression. An isolated fragment of the pro

moter region of the SP-B gene has been shown to contain several sites protected 

against S1 nuclease by nuclear ligand proteins and to allow strong expression of a 
reporter gene in a tumoral cell line that expresses SP-B in vitro (28). Two cis-acting 

TTF-1 binding sites have been identified in this DNA sequence, relatively near the 
start site of transcription (27, 34). A distinct enhancer also mediating TTF-1 transac

tivation was later found further upstream in the 5' -flanking region of the gene (190). 

Point mutations in these sites markedly decreased the activity of expression con
structs in transfected lung cells in vitro, whereas co-transfection of a reporter gene 

under the control of the SP-B promoter along with an expression vector of TTF-1 
eDNA considerably increased expression of the former (27, 190). TTF-1 was subse-
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quently demonstrated to regulate SP-A (35, 168) and SP-C (95) gene expression. 
Four distinct TTF-1 responsive fragments were identified in the SP-A promoter and 

five were found in the SP-C promoter. The same site-specific mutagenesis and co

transfection approaches led to the same conclusions as for SP-B. Three binding sites 
in the SP-A gene and two in the SP-C gene were shown to be required for TTF-1 ac

tivation (35, 95). In SP-A, -B, and -C promoters TTF-1 binds with varying affinity to 
the different sites, and cooperative binding has been observed at the clustered sites. 

TTF-1 has been found to similarly regulate CC10 expression (139, 171). No less 
than seven TTF-1 binding sites have been identified-five in the distal part of the 

promoter and two in the proximal part. Deletion and mutational analyses have iden
tified a site located between -282 and -272 base pairs (bp) of the transcription initia

tion point as the major regulator of CClO expression. A reporter gene fused to a 

CC10 promoter fragment containing a mutation in this binding site presented a 
markedly reduced expression in transgenic mice (139). Co-transfection assays have 

also demonstrated specific activation by TTF-1 at the level of the most proximal 

TTF-1 site (171). DNase-I footprint analysis enabled identification of a binding site 
for a second transactivating factor of the NKx family in the CC10 promoter, namely 

cardiac muscle-specific homeobox protein (CSX) (139). 

Role of Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor 3/Forkhead Factor Family 

The hepatocyte nuclear factor 3/forkhead (HNF-3/fkh) factors belong to a wide group 

of nuclear factors initially discovered in the liver, but subsequently found to be ex

pressed in a number of other tissues. The HNF-3a, ~'andy isoforms were first identi
fied as factors controlling expression of the liver transthyretin and a1-antitrypsin 

genes (52). Their genes constitute the mammalian counterparts (103) of the homeotic 

gene forkhead in Drosophila, thus named because its mutation results in an embryo 

with a duplicated anterior pole (177). Forkhead factors have been identified in all 
phyla. This family of DNA-binding proteins is characterized by a conserved 110 amino 

acid DNA-recognition domain named the forkhead domain. This domain presents a 

characteristic a-helical structure with two wing-like loops resembling the shape of a 

butterfly, leading to the term the winged-helix motif (48). To date, the family includes 
about 40 identified mammalian members involved in differentiation of various cell 

lineages. In addition to HNF-3/fkh factors, a number of related factors designated he
patocyte nuclear factorlforkhead homologues (HFH) have been identified in rodents 
(50). The human forkhead-related factors FREAC-1 and -2 expressed in lung are ho

mologous to the murine HFH-8 (136). The human counterpart to the murine HNF-3a 

has recently been cloned from a pulmonary adenocarcinoma cell line (20). 
The adult lung strongly expresses transcripts of HNF-3a and ~' HFH-4, and 

HFH-8, and more weakly expresses HFH-1, HFH-2, HFH-5, and HFH-6 (52, 103). 
HNF-3y is not expressed. In situ hybridization experiments have revealed regional

ization of expression. For instance, whereas HFH-1 expression is diffuse throughout 
the organ, HNF-3a and HFH-4 are expressed in Clara cells, but not in type II cells, 

which by contrast express HFH-8 (50, 52, 81, 103). HFH-8 is also expressed in the 
pulmonary endothelium and connective fibroblasts of the alveolar sac in the adult 
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lung and in the mesenchyme in the developing lung (135). During development, the 

expression pattern of HNF-3 family members suggests that they play roles in re

gional differentiation of the intestinal endoderm and its derivatives, including the 

lung (8, 127). While HNF-3a expression is sustained in the trachea, HNF-3~, which 

is expressed in the rat lung bud, disappears from trachea but continues to be ex

pressed, along with HNF-3a, in the growing bronchial tree (21). In the fetal mouse 

lung, HNF-3~ protein, is present at early stages throughout the pulmonary epithe

lium, including in the trachea. It becomes restricted to epithelial cells of conducting 

airways and to type II cells in late gestation, and shows a decreased level of expres

sion compared with earlier stages (195). This decrease may provide signals influenc

ing acinar cell differentiation. Similar changes in the temporal-spatial pattern of 

HNF-3~ expression have been found in the developing human lung (163). Interest

ingly, in infants with BPD, HNF-3~ was abundantly expressed in regenerating epi

thelial cells (163). In the adult lung, HNF-3~ mRNA has been found to be expressed 

in mesenchyme in only one study (49), but HNF-3~ protein has been detected in nu

clei of epithelial bronchial, bronchiolar, and alveolar (type II) cells in another study 

(195). Targeted disruption of the HNF-3~ gene has been attempted, but because of 

the early requirement of the gene for node, notochord, and gut tube development, 

the homozygous genotype is lethal prior to lung budding and the model has not 

been useful in determining more precisely the role of this gene in lung development 

(7, 178). Strong expression of HFH-4 has been found in epithelium of bronchiolar 

tubules but not in more distal tubules destined to generate the alveolar epithelium 

(81). Thus, the limit of HFH-4 expression coincides precisely with the demarcation 

between proximal and distal epithelia, which suggests a direct role for HFH-4 in 

regulating the initial differentiation of airway and alveolar epithelial cells. 

A recently described forkhead gene, named LUN, is strongly expressed in the 

lung and more weakly in the small intestine (125). Its forkhead domain is identical 

to that of HFH-8. This factor has been shown to act as a positive transactivator for 

the SP-B promoter, which suggests that it may play a role in the determination and 

maintenance of some cell types in the lung (125). 

Transcription factors of the HNF-3/fkh family appear to specify the endodermal 

lineage and therefore the tissues derived from this embryonic sheet, such as the 

liver, intestine, thyroid, and lung (8, 127). Organs of endodermal origin posterior to 

the lung, however, express HNF-3y, but not TTF-1, which by contrast is expressed in 

more anterior segments of the body, such as thyroid and brain. Thyroid also ex

presses Pax-8, which is absent from the lung. A lung-cell identity would therefore be 

determined by the simultaneous expression of TTF-1, HNF-3a, and HNF-3~ in the 

absence of Pax-8, a pattern found only in lung epithelial cells (27). 
A characteristic HNF-3/fkh protein binding site has been shown to be present 

in the SP-B promoter with a canonic palindromic sequence, TGTTTGT, which is also 

found in liver-specific gene regulatory regions (27). Point mutation of this binding 

site eliminated HNF-3 binding and resulted in significantly decreased activity of the 

transfected SP-B promoter (27). Co-transfection experiments with either HNF-3a or 

HFH-8 expression vectors and gene constructs that included a fragment of the SP-B 

promoter have shown that both transcription factors are able to activate reporter 
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gene expression to a similar extent (49). Since SP-B is expressed both in Clara and 

type II cells, but HNF-3a is restricted to the former and HFH-8 to the latter, it has 

been proposed that SP-B expression is controlled at the same regulatory sequence by 

HNF-3a in Clara cells and by HFH-8 in type II cells (49). Although HFH-8 expres

sion during lung development has not been characterized, this suggests a role for 

this factor in cell differentiation of the developing distal epithelium. 

Binding sites for HNF-3 proteins have also been demonstrated in the CC10 pro

moter (19, 147). In co-transfection experiments with CC10 promoter elements and 

HNF-3a and ~ expression vectors in HeLa cells, HNF-3a and HNF-3~ have been 

shown to have opposite effects on CC10 expression: HNF-3a stimulated activity 

whereas HNF-3~ inhibited activity (146). This finding may result, however, from a 

specificity of HeLa cells, since in another study (21), similar co-transfection in the 

Clara cell-like NCI-H441 adenocarcinoma cell line led to cooperative action between 

both factors. More recently, a synergistic activation of the rabbit CC10 promoter was 

reported for HNF-3a and the ubiquitous transcription factor Sp1 and shown to be 

absolutely dependent on the integrity of two Sp binding sites (31). Surprisingly, it 

was shown in the same study that contrary to the rat promoter, the human and rab

bit CC10 promoters are not regulated by TTF-1 (31). Figure 4.2 summarizes the 
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Fig. 4.2 Schematic illustration of the gene promoter region of surfactant protein B 
(SP-B) and of Clara cell protein 10 kDa (CC10). + 1 indicates the transcription start 
site. Ubiquitous transcription factor-binding sites are represented by black rectan
gles. Tissue-specific transcription factor- binding sites are represented b y shaded 
rectangles. Drawn from data by Bohinski et al. (28) and Clevidence et al. (49) for 
SP-B, and from data by Ray et al. (139), Sawaya et al. (147), and Toonen et al. (171) 

for CClO. 
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organization of the SP-B and the CC10 gene promoter with localization of ubiqui
tous and specific transcription factor-binding sites. 

In addition to direct effects on lung cell marker genes, HNF-3/fkh factors also 
transcriptionally control the expression of TTF-1 since, on the one hand, HNF-3~ 
expression precedes that of TTF-1 in lung cells and, on the other hand, HNF-3~ and, 
to a lesser extent, HNF-3a enhance the expression of a TTF-1-reporter construct in 
MLE cells (85). A hierarchical relationship therefore appears to exist between 
winged-helix transcription factors and TTF-1. 

Rqle ofCCAAT/Enhancer Binding Proteins and Peroxisome 
Proliferator-Activated Receptor y 

The CCAAT/enhancer binding proteins (C/EBP) are a family of the leucine zipper 
class of transcription factors that bind to DNA as homo- or heterodimers. The proto
type member of the family, C/EBPa, may be involved in the control of type II cell 
functions. Expression of C/EBPa is restricted to certain tissues and cell types, includ
ing the liver, lung, white and brown adipose tissue, and placenta (59). Several genes 
of enzymes involved in lipid metabolism have been shown to be targets of this tran
scription factor (59). In the lung, C/EBPa mRNA levels have been found to be sub
stantially enriched in alveolar type II cells, and C/EBPa protein is present in type II 
cell nuclei (106). Interestingly, C/EBPa is rapidly lost when type II cells are removed 
from the lung, but similar to surfactant proteins, it is re-expressed when cells are 
cultured on basement membrane matrix (106). Consistent with a putative role in 
type II cell differentiation is the fact that C/EBPa mRNA level increases in the de
veloping rat lung between gestational days 18 and 20 (106). Three putative C/EBP
binding sites have been identified in the SP-A gene, one in the 5' untranscribed re
gion and the others in the first and last introns (160). 

Invalidation of the C/EBPa gene in the mouse was reported to result in defects 
in liver and lung structure and in failure to accumulate lipids in adipocytes (67). The 
lung of nullizygous mice exhibited disturbed alveolar architecture, with immature 
appearance and type II cell hyperproliferation. Although no alteration was found in 
the expression patterns of SP-C, TTF-1, or CC10, these mice displayed respiratory 
problems and generally died within the first 10 h after birth. Surfactant abnormali
ties, including an inadequate amount of other surfactant proteins or of surfactant 
phospholipids, have been assumed but not yet explored. The role of C/EBPa in the 
control of lipogenetic enzyme expression, especially of fatty acid synthase and 
acetyl-CoA carboxylase, argues for a role in the synthesis of lipid precursors of sur
factant phospholipids by type II cells. 

More recently, C/EBPo messenger RNA has been found to be developmentally 
regulated in fetal rabbit lung (32). In human fetal lung explants, C/EBPo expression 
was induced rapidly during organ culture and increased further by treatment with 
dexamethasone and cyclic AMP, which, along with its localization primarily in al
veolar epithelial cells, suggests a role for this factor in the regulation of type II cell 
differentiation (32). 
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Finally, another transcription factor known to be involved in adipogenesis, the 

nuclear receptor peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor y (PPARy), was reported 

to be expressed in rabbit lung type II cells, to occur coincidentally with SP-A expres

sion during type II cell differentiation, and to be up-regulated by cyclic AMP (121). 

A role in type II cell differentiation and expression of lipogenic enzymes in this cell 

type has been postulated for PPARy (121). 

Promoters of Distal Lung-Marker Proteins and Cell Specificity 
of Expression 

SP-A and SP-B Promoters 
Analysis of the SP-A promoter function in tissue-specific expression has led to 

somewhat contradictory findings. It has been reported that a 215 bp fragment of the 

rat SP-A gene upstream of the transcription start site supports in vitro transcription 

in the presence of lung nuclear extract but not of liver nuclear extract (102). Consis

tent with this finding is the fact that the binding profile of nuclear protein extract 

from the liver or kidney to fragments of the same promoter differed from that of the 

lung (73, 99). Lung nuclear proteins were found to protect two palindromic se

quences in the distal and proximal parts of the promoter (73). Some binding activity 

was found, however, in nuclear proteins from cardiac and skeletal muscle (73), and 

from the liver (168) using fragments of the promoter region of different sizes. The 

transfection of reporter genes coupled with a large portion of the 5' -flanking region 

of the SP-A gene that included these elements into cells of various origins (including 

primary cultures of type II cells and cell lines of pulmonary and extrapulmonary 

origin) led to tissue-specific expression in one study (35) but not in others (6, 160), 

even if expression was higher in cells of pulmonary origin. These data suggest that 

regulation of the SP-A gene is complex and that the appropriateness of the different 

cell systems used should be evaluated carefully. Stuempfle and co-workers (168) 

have suggested that the lack of in vitro tissue-specific expression of the rat SP-A 

gene is due to one or more possible factors. Lung-specific DNA-protein complexes 

identified in various studies may require interaction with other DNA-protein com

plex( es) to confer tissue specificity to the SP-A gene. A silencer element may be 

present further upstream or downstream of the region covered by these constructs. 

The lack of chromatin structure that characterizes transient transcription assays 

could play a role in the nonspecific transcription. Finally, regulation of the SP-A 

gene may not be readily discerned via a cell-free transcriptional assay. In addition, it 

should be pointed out that thus far there has been no report of in vivo transgenic ex

periments with the SP-A promoter. 
In contrast, study of the human SP-B promoter (174) has shown unambiguously 

that a fragment from -403 to -35 bp was sufficient to confer expression specificity to 

the Clara cell-like H441 cell line, compared with other cell lines. Moreover, transcrip

tional control elements were found both 5' and 3' of the transcription start site. Pro

moter activity was strongly and dose-dependently inhibited by phorbol ester, an in-
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hibitor of surfactant protein synthesis. The phorbol-ester response localization does 
not coincide with a consensus AP1 site (binding site of the Jun-Fos heterodimer) iden
tified in the promoter. It therefore appears possible that novel regulatory sequence 
binding proteins other than Jun and Fos are involved in this inhibition (174). 

Differential Control of SP-C and CClO Expression 
Since SP-C and CC10 are differential markers of alveolar type II cells and bronchio
lar Clara cells, respectively, analysis of their promoter sequences and respective 
regulation processes by transcription factors may produce clues to the compartimen
talized expression of regulatory factors that account for the demarcation between 
bronchiolar and alveolar epithelia. Upon transfection, a small fragment located at 
-165 to +57 bp of the transcriptional starting point of CC10 has been shown to sup
port expression of a reporter gene exclusively in the Clara cell-like H441 cell line 
and to elicit expression of a reporter gene in transgenic mice in Clara cells only, sug
gesting that a Clara cell-specific transcriptional element resides on this fragment 
(166). Regulation by the ubiquitous transcription factors AP-1 and octamer and by 
HNF-3/fkh family factors has been accounted for by binding sites in this fragment 
(147). However, there is no information about specific ligands responsible for differ
ential expression. The presence of the -132 to -76 fragment of the CC10 promoter 
placed in its normal position, i.e., upstream of its homologous -75 to +37 fragment, 
is sufficient to allow HNF-3a and HNF-3~ to activate reporter gene expression in 
H441 cells, whereas no reporter gene expression was found when the same fragment 
was placed upstream of the tyrosine kinase promoter (21). Regulatory elements that 
control Clara cell-specific expression of CC10 should therefore be investigated in the 
promoter part extending upstream to the -75 position. 

In contrast with CC10 studies, transgenic experiments in mice with chimeric 
genes that include the 5' -flanking sequence derived from the human SP-C gene have 
led to lung epithelium-specific but not type II cell-specific expression of the trans
gene. Indeed, the latter was found to be expressed both in bronchiolar and alveolar 
cells (76, 179). Expression of the transgene was developmentally regulated, but it did 
not coincide strictly with either temporal or spatial expression of the SP-C gene. The 
transgene product was detected early in the development of the primordial lung bud, 
before the appearance of endogenous SP-C mRNA. Its quantity increased with pro
gressing development, but it disappeared from trachea and main bronchi while its 
expression was maintained in secondary bronchi and bronchioles. Differentiation of 
bronchial-bronchiolar epithelium was consistent with the disappearance of SP-C ex
pression and onset of CC10 expression, whereas that of the SP-C chimeric transgene 
persisted (179). The features of transgene expression nonetheless led to a strategy 
based on the use of the SP-C promoter for targeting the expression of various trans
genes in the developing lung. This approach, however, did not allow the investigators 
to identify mechanisms responsible for specific SP-C expression in alveolar cells. Be
cause the human SP-C gene was used in transgenic experiments, subtle differences 
may exist in the cis-active elements that would account for the lack of cell-specific 
expression in the mouse. Alternatively, the authors of this study have proposed that 
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possible differences in the expression of the endogenous and chimeric genes may be 

related to peculiarities of the human gene being expressed in the mouse. The lack of 

cell-specific expression may also be explained by a positional effect. In a more recent 

study (57), microinjection in fertilized eggs of a reporter gene coupled with a smaller 

human SP-C fragment was reported to lead to expression of the transgene only in 

alveolar type II cells. Further investigations are therefore required to explore the 

molecular mechanisms that drive type II cell-specific expression of SP-C. 

PUTATIVE MECHANISMS OF ANTERIOR-POSTERIOR 
SPECIFICATION 

In contrast to the rapidly growing body of knowledge about nuclear factors that 

readily control transcription of distal lung markers at the level of cis-acting ele

ments, much less is known about the mechanisms taking place upstream in the 

cascade of developmental events and that determine cell fate along the anterior

posterior axis of the lung. Currently, putative control factors can only be inferred 

from indirect arguments such as correlative expression with cell markers or findings 

from gain- or loss-of-function experiments. Although the list is not limited, possible 

control factors include the N-myc proto-oncogene, homeotic genes, and the retinoic 

acid-retinoic acid receptor system. 

Role of N-myc 

Transcription factors of the Myc protein family mediate specific responses to signals 

that regulate cell growth and differentiation during development. Expression of the 

N-myc proto-oncogene appears to be restricted by tissue and stage specificity, in 

contrast to c-myc, which is ubiquitous. During the course of murine lung develop

ment, N-myc expression has been shown to be greatest during the early phase of 

branching, and then to decline (83, 129). By in situ hybridization, this expression has 

been localized to the bronchiolar epithelium, with higher levels occurring in the tips 

of the developing airways. During the same stages of lung development, c-myc ex

pression was found to be restricted to the mesenchyme (83). 
Creation of a null mutation in the N-myc gene by homologous recombination 

resulted in death of the homozygous mutant mouse embryos soon after the surge of 

the lung bud (145, 164). It resulted in the failure of many epithelial structures to de

velop, including the lung, which showed no sign of branching beyond the main stem 

bronchi. Culturing explanted lungs from homozygous mutant embryos in a medium 

containing fetal bovine serum allowed some recovery of bronchial morphogenesis to 

occur (145), indicating that to some extent, serum components can overcome the 

lack of N-myc expression. The null mutation indicates the probable major impor

tance of N-myc in lung development, but it is not useful for evaluating the more 

specific role of N-myc in the development of distal regions. More interesting in this 

respect are the consequences of an insertional mutation in the N-myc locus that did 
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not completely eliminate, but resulted in the formation of, truncated N-myc tran
scripts (126). This "leaky" mutation thus allowed for a 75% reduction in N-myc ex
pression through alternative splicing. Homozygous mice developed until term but 
died at birth of respiratory failure. With the exception of a reduced spleen size, ab
normalities were limited to the lung. Whereas the number and distribution of the 
more proximal bronchi were normal, distal airways and air spaces failed to develop. 
Along with the highest rate of N-myc expression in distal developing airways, this 
finding is indicative of a major role for N-myc in the developmental control of distal 
lung epithelium. N-myc may not be involved in the differentiation of particular cell 
types, but it may represent an important element in the control of distal lung 
growth and morphogenesis. 

Role of Homeotic Genes 

The homeotic Hox (mouse) and HOX (human) genes are homeodomain-containing 
genes that share a high degree of homology with the Drosophila HOM-C complex. 
They are expressed during embryonic development and have been shown to regulate 
pattern formation in specifying anterior-posterior positional information. In verte
brates, 38 Hox genes are arranged in four chromosomal clusters designated a 
through d. Corresponding genes in the different clusters are called paralogs and are 
numbered 1 through 13. A colinear relation exists between a gene's position in the 
cluster and its anterior boundary of expression. The combination of expression of 
different paralogs in various organs forms a Hox code that appears to specify re
gional identity (reviewed in refs. 39 and 92). 

Early expression, regionalization, and spatial-temporal developmental regula
tion of Hox genes in the lung argue for an important role for these genes in lung 
morphogenesis and pattern formation. Twenty Hox genes from the four clusters 
have been found to be expressed in the developing lung-some in both fetal and 
postnatal lung, others either in fetal or in neonatal lung; no expression of genes lo
cated 5' to paralog group 9 has been detected (reviewed in ref. 39). Hox genes appear 
to be expressed in mesenchyme only (reviewed in ref. 92). Steady-state mRNA lev
els of Hoxa-5, Hoxb-5, Hoxb-6, and Hoxb-8 are high at early stages and decrease 
with advancing age in fetal mouse or rat lung (24). By contrast, Hoxa-2 mRNA lev
els remain unchanged throughout development (39). Active branching morphogene
sis appears to be associated with high levels of expression of several Hox genes (re
viewed in ref. 39). Thus, Hoxb-3, b-4, and b-5 are highly expressed in the mouse 
embryonic foregut where the lung buds form (25). Background levels of Hoxb-6 ex
pression are seen in trachea and proximal lung, while high levels of expression are 
associated with the distal epithelial forming tubules in the branching lung; these lev
els become undetectable, however, at late gestation when acinar areas develop (41). 
The expression of some paralogs is consistent with the principle of co-linearity, and 
it has been postulated that specific combinations of Hox genes may function to 
specify the developmental fate of distinct regions of the lung through involvement 
in epithelial-mesenchymal interactions (26). Thus, once the bronchial tree has 
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formed, Hoxb-3 and b-4 are expressed in the mesenchyme of the trachea, main-stem 

bronchi, and distal lung, whereas Hoxb-2 and b-5 are expressed only in the mes

enchyme of the distal lung buds (26). Hox genes in other clusters also appear to be 

involved in this determination. Elements in the 5' upstream region of the Hoxa-4 
gene directed a transgene expression with prominent localization in lower lobes in 

the mouse fetal lung (13). Regulatory elements may therefore control the expres

sion of Hox genes in specific regions of the lung. 

Limited information has been gained from mutation disruption of Hox gene ex

pression or transgenic overexpression, most likely because of redundancy in the sites 

of expression. It has nevertheless been reported that Hoxa-3 mutants die at birth of 

respiratory failure and have smaller trachea and bronchi with disorganized epithelial 

cells (46, 110). These results, together with defects in differentiation of endodermal 

cells in the thyroid, may indicate a role for Hoxa-3 in specification of endodermally 

derived cells, including lung epithelial cells. Hoxa-5 has more recently been shown 

to be essential for normal organogenesis and function of the respiratory tract (9). In 

homozygous newborn mutants for this gene, improper tracheal and lung morpho

genesis lead to tracheal occlusion and respiratory distress associated with a marked 

decrease in the production of surfactant proteins and with a reduced TTF-1, HNF-3~, 

and N-myc gene expression in the pulmonary epithelium (9). Thus, Hox gene prod

ucts appear to control TTF-1 expression, an assumption also supported by the report 

that the Hoxb-3 protein is an upstream regulator of TTF-1 (77). This hypothesis, 

however, appears to conflict with the expression of Hox genes in mesenchyme and of 

TTF-1 in epithelium. 

Despite the sparse and preliminary character of current data on Hox genes, an 

involvement of Hox gene expression in anterior-posterior specification in the devel

oping lung is strongly suggested. Further investigations are needed to determine 

whether and how a particular Hox gene complement specifies the differences be

tween proximal and distal identity of lung mesenchyme-particularly to what de

gree they affect the expression of factors that may in turn control the expression of 

epithelial cell markers. 

Role of Retinoic Acid and Retinoic Acid Receptors 

Retinoic acid (RA) is clearly necessary for the maintenance of mature tracheal

bronchial epithelium. By contrast, its effects on the developing alveolar epithelium 

have been a matter of debate. Whereas high concentration and/or long-term expo

sure of in vitro models led to a dramatically altered branching pattern, including 

total suppression of distal tubules and extension of proximal-like tubules toward the 

pleural surface ( 42), and to a decreased amount of surfactant proteins or of their 

mRNAs (42, 70, 119), low concentration and short-term exposure increased surfac

tant protein mRNAs (25). It should be stressed that stimulating effects were ob

served with concentrations in the range of the dissociation constant for in vitro nu

clear binding of RAin the lung (10-9 M in the rat). Moreover, exogenous retinol and 

RA enhanced surfactant phospholipid synthesis in vivo and in vitro (69, 70). Several 
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lines of evidence indicate that retinoids are also involved in the control of alveolar 
morphogenesis. Retinoic acid increased transcription of the elastin gene and elastin 
synthesis in cultured neonatal rat lung fibroblasts (107), when elastin deposition is a 
central element in the process of alveolar septation. Furthermore, in vivo postnatal 
treatment with RAin the rat increased the number of alveoli and prevented the glu
cocorticoid-induced inhibition of septation (115). 

Retinoic acid exerts its effects through binding to a number of different recep
tors designated RARs a, ~' and y, RXRs a, ~' and y, and their subtypes. These are 
members of the steroid-thyroid-retinoid nuclear receptor superfamily and form het
erodimeric combinations among themselves and other nuclear receptors to transacti
vate gene expression through site-specific DNA binding. While all-trans RA binds 
specifically to RARs, 9-cis RA can bind to both RARs and RXRs. Differential expres
sion of RA receptors has been reported in the different pulmonary structures by in 
situ hybridization (63). RAR-a and RXR-a/~ are ubiquitously expressed in the lung. 
RAR-~2 mRNA is present in the foregut endodermal precursor of the lung bud. As 
branching proceeds, it becomes restricted to the trachea and the most proximal 
bronchi and is not detected in distal lung epithelium. RAR-y expression is limited to 
tracheal and bronchial mesenchyme. Whereas the null mutation of a single receptor 
subtype generally lead to little developmental alteration, double null mutations in 
RARs a and ~ result in a variety of abnormalities in many organs, including various 
lung developmental defects from agenesis to simple growth retardation (118). These 
abnormalities, however, show little correlation with spatial distribution of RARs in 
the lung (RXRs are ubiquitous) and provide no information about a role for these 
receptors in regional specification. Other knockout experiments (reviewed in ref. 39) 
have not led to any aberrant lung phenotype. Conversely, when the gene of the re
ceptor subtype RAR-~4 was overexpressed in transgenic mice, alveolar hyperplasia 
and an excess of alveolar type II cells were observed (17), which suggests a role for 
RAin the control of type II cell differentiation and the involvement of RAR-~ in 
the process. A putative RXR responsive element has been found in the third intron 
of the rat SP-A gene (25), and the SP-B gene has been demonstrated to be transacti
vated by RAR/RXR heterodimers in the presence of 9-cis RA in the H441 adenocar
cinoma cell line (189). In the latter study, the RA response element mediating RA 
stimulation of the human SP-B promoter was identified. 

Since the capacity of RA to activate expression of homeotic genes is a funda
mental characteristic feature in vertebrate development, the hypothesis that RA's ef
fects on the lung may be mediated through changes in Hox gene expression must be 
considered. Retinoic acid markedly increased Hoxa-5, Hoxb-5, and Hoxb-6 mRNA 
levels in lung explants (24), and that of Hoxa-5 in lung fibroblasts (18). Retinoic acid 
also prevented the decrease in Hoxb-6 and Sonic hedgehog expression that sponta
neously occurs in cultured whole embryonic lung and reproduces the changes occur
ring during the course of in vivo development (41). It has been proposed (41) that 
retinoic acid acts to maintain high levels of expression of pattern-related genes in a 
fashion characteristic of the immature lung, thus promoting continued formation of 
proximal lung structures and preventing formation of typical distal lung structures 
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of the mature lung. It should be pointed out, however, that this conclusion was 

drawn from the results of embryonic lung culture experiments in the presence of 

high RA concentrations (up to lQ-5 M). 
On the whole, RA appears to be an important element in the control of lung de

velopment, including alveolar development and expression of alveolar markers, but 

its functions are not understood in detail. Current data are still insufficient to deter

mine whether RA is a morphogen along the anterior-posterior axis of the develop

ing lung, as has been shown in other organs. Further investigations are necessary to 

determine more precisely the local tissue level of retinoids and of cellular binding 

proteins that sequester retinoids, the distribution of the various RA receptors, and 

the developmental changes of these parameters. Figure 4.3 summarizes the putative 
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Fig. 4.3 Transcription factors potentially involved in anterior-posterior deter
mination of epithelial cell fate in the developing lung and in Clara cell and alveo
lar type II cell differentiation. Ubiquitously expressed transcription factors are 
not shown. Factors are presented vertically in a putative hierarchical order, 
i.e., retinoic acid receptors (RARs) may control Hox gene expression, which may 
in turn determine expression of cell-specific transcription factors that would fi
nally control cell-specific expression of markers (SP-A, -B, -C, -D, and CClO). For 
SP-A, -B, -D, bold characters indicate that the type II cell is the major source. Dashed 
lines indicate a diffuse weak expression, or, in the instance of TTF-1, contradictory 
data. Parentheses indicate that HNF-3~ has been detected in one study but not 
in another one. Potential mesenchymal influences upon transcription factor ex
pression by epithelium are not included. C/EBPa, CCAAT I enhancer binding 
protein a; HFH, hepatocyte nuclear factor 3/forkhead homologs; HNF, hepato
cyte nuclear factor; TTF, thyroid transcription factor. 
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factors of anterior-posterior specification and specific transactivating factors of distal 
lung markers with their possible hierarchical interrelationships. 

ROLE OF EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX COMPONENTS 

Extracellular matrix is an essential element in the process of branching morpho
genesis (see Chap. 1), but it also appears to participate in the control of cell pheno
type expression. As stated above, type II cells cultured on tissue culture plastic 
rapidly flatten and loose their markers. Changes in lectin-binding pattern suggest 
that they acquire type I cell features (55, 61). Attempts have therefore been made to 
develop in vitro models supporting type II cell marker expression. The matrix ex
tracted from the murine EHS tumor, which presents features similar to those of the 
lamina densa of basement membrane (98), has emerged as the most favorable sub
stratum for adult (155) and fetal (22) type II cells. The mechanism by which this ma
trix functions is difficult to interpret, however, because its composition is complex, it 
includes not only typical basement membrane components but also various growth 
factors (98). Current evidence suggests that integrins, the cell receptors to matrix 
components, transmit signals via both the cytoskeleton and second messengers, and 
that these signals may in turn elicit specific gene expression (2, 89). It appears that 
formation of close, hollow, alveolar-like structures by type II cells on the EHS matrix 
and the fact that cells keep a cuboidal shape are crucial factors for sustained expres
sion of their markers (22, 155). The role of cell shape has been illustrated in an in
vestigation that consisted of seeding type II cells onto a collagen gel fixed on a cul
ture dish, then detaching the gel to allow it to float and shrink (154). The cells spread 
out on fixed collagen, as when cultured directly on plastic, and lost their markers, but 
when their collagen substratum was detached, they retrieved their cuboidal shape 
and differentiation markers, including lamellar bodies and surfactant proteins. fur
ther investigation (54) has shown that cells acquire membrane markers of type I 
cells on attached gels and that this is reversed when the gel is detached. The potential 
to express type II cell markers therefore appears to be retained in type I cells, and the 
type li-to-type I cell conversion represents a reversible transdifferentiation process. 
Since interactions with multiple matrix components are not involved in these ele
gant experiments, it appears that geometric constraint, which is likely to induce 
major changes in the cytoskeleton, plays a major role in the control of cell-specific 
feature expression. 

Attempts have been made to explore the role of individual matrix components 
in growth and differentiation of type II cells. Whereas fibronectin appears to enhance 
DNA synthesis in isolated type II cells (137), laminin appears to play a role in the 
preservation of type II cell morphology and function, as cells flattened on an anti
laminin serum-treated EHS matrix (138). Epithelial cells adhere more readily to 
laminin than fibroblasts, possibly because of higher expression of a 6 integrin sub
unit and specific expression of a 3 integrin subunit (36, 187). Laminin may play a key 
role in alveolar morphogenesis, particularly its carboxy-terminal fragment desig-
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nated E8, as an anti-E8 antibody prevented alveolar-like type II cell assembly on 
EHS matrix (116). A peptide sequence SINNNR in this domain was demonstrated to 
mediate cation-dependent adhesion of type II cells to the matrix (116). It should be 
pointed out, however, that type II cells seeded onto purified laminin or fibronectin 
spread, lose their features, and develop type I cell markers with kinetics similar to 
those on uncoated plastic (55). This suggests that association with other matrix com
ponents is needed for the differentiation and morphogenetic responses to laminin. 
Collagens have been found to have no effect on DNA or on surfactant phosphatidyl
choline synthesis by isolated type II cells (3). Changes in lung glycosaminoglycans 
that occur in the course of development appear to be temporally related with epithe
lial differentiation and alveolarization (reviewed in ref. 30). Caniggia et al. (37) have 
shown that while fibroblasts in close proximity to the epithelium produce and se
crete mainly hyaluronan, more distant fibroblasts shift from producing principally 
heparan sulfate and chondroitin sulfate during the pseudoglandular stage to produc
ing hyaluronan during the canalicular stage of lung development. Because this shift 
to hyaluronan production occurs simultaneously with the thinning of the alveolar 
septal wall, the authors suggest that this developmentally regulated glycosamino
glycan production may facilitate epithelial-fibroblast interaction, thus influencing 
fetal lung growth and cell differentiation. 

Little is known about the mechanisms that drive type I cell differentiation in 
vivo. Type I cells overlie a fused basement membrane that is shared with the vascular 
endothelium. It had been observed in the developing human lung (104) that cuboidal 
cells start decreasing in height at focal points where blood vessels contact with the 
epithelium. Type I cell differentiation is therefore probably induced by endothelial 
cells. This assumption had not received experimental support until Adamson and 
Young (4) studied rat lung type II cell behavior on a matrix secreted by a pulmonary 
vascular endothelial cell line. They observed that after an initial burst of growth, cell 
proliferation dropped while cells acquired type I cell features, as judged by mor
phology and Bauhinia purpurea lectin binding. These temporal changes reproduce 
the in vivo process of re-epithelialization that follows type I cell necrosis and de
nudation of the capillary endothelial basement membrane. Although the compo
nents of endothelial basement membrane controlling this process are not yet de
fined, it is clear that different microdomains must exist in the alveolar basement 
membrane beneath type I and II cells and that basement membrane produced by en
dothelial cells provides information first for epithelial proliferation, then for differ
entiation of type I from type II cells. 

ENDOCRINE AND PARACRINE MODULATORS OF 
GENE EXPRESSION 

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to extensively review the role of diffusible fac
tors in the control of alveolar cell development. Only those recent studies relevant to 
the present purpose are considered here. 
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Glucocorticoids 

Glucocorticoid hormones play crucial roles in architectural maturation of the pul
monary gas-exchange region (reviewed in ref. 114) and in biochemical lung matura
tion. For architectural maturation, glucocorticoids inhibit epithelial cell growth and 
alveolar septation and accelerate thinning of the alveolar walls. In neonatal rats, ex
ogenous glucocorticoids induce a precocious termination of the lung developmental 
process. The clinical relevance of this finding pertains to the use of glucocorticoid 
hormones in the fetus for accelerating biochemical lung maturation and in the 
neonate as part of the treatment of RDS and BPD, since the lungs of infants with 
BPD fail to septate (112). For biochemical maturation, glucocorticoids were histori
cally the first modulators of lung maturation to be recognized. Their key role in the 
control of lung maturation is well established, and they are known to stimulate in 
vivo the synthesis of all surfactant components, which has led to their use in the pre
vention of RDS. Their actions, however, are complex and not always clearly under
stood at the molecular level. 

Insight into the requirement of glucocorticoids for lung development has re
cently been gained from the gene inactivation approach. One strategy consisted of 
creating a mammalian model of corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) deficiency 
by targeted mutation in mouse embryonic stem cells (128). This resulted in a 
markedly atrophic appearance of the zona fasciculata of the adrenal gland, a reduced 
basal blood level of corticosterone, and impaired corticosterone response to stress. 
Homozygous CRH-deficient mice born to heterozygous mothers developed nor
mally and exhibited normal viability and fertility. Mating between homozygous 
animals, however, yielded progeny that died within the first 12 h of life, despite a 
normal appearance at birth and a normal length of pregnancy. Corticosterone sup
plementation to pregnant homozygous females resulted in the production of viable 
litters, demonstrating that maternal corticosteroids in heterozygous pregnant mice 
are sufficient to compensate for the fetal deficit. Histologic examination of newborn 
lungs revealed lung dysplasia in the offspring of homozygous mating, including 
marked hypercellularity, thickened alveolar septae, and paucity of air spaces. SP-B 
mRNA was reduced to 44% of the wild-type value. Corticosterone treatment com
pletely reversed lung abnormalities. Thus, the study revealed a fetal glucocorticoid 
requirement for lung maturation, but postnatally, despite marked glucocorticoid de
ficiency, mice exhibited normal growth, fertility, and longevity, which suggests that 
the major role of glucocorticoids is during fetal rather postnatal life. In another 
study (51), the glucocorticoid receptor (GR) gene was disrupted. Similar to the CRH 
deficiency, homozygous GR-deficient mice developed normally in utero, but died 
within a few hours after birth because of respiratory failure. Lung development ap
peared to be impaired from gestational day 15.5, i.e., it arrested in a pseudoglandular 
state. SP-A, SP-B, and SP-C gene expression did not seem to be markedly impaired, 
but protein content was not explored. Other abnormalities included blocked adrener
gic chromaffin cell development and reduced capacity to activate genes for key glu
coneogenic enzymes. 
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The molecular mechanism of action of glucocorticoids in the control of surfac

tant synthesis remains imperfectly understood. With regard to the phospholipid 

moiety of surfactant, an indirect action through stimulated production by the lung 

fibroblast of a peptide mediator that in turn stimulates phospholipid metabolic path

way was postulated long ago; the putative mediator has not yet been characterized, 

however (see Chap. 11). Medium conditioned by fibroblasts in the presence of cor

tisol enhanced the expression of fatty acid-synthesizing enzymes at a pretransla

tionallevel in isolated type II cells (11), but this observation was made with type II 

cells cultured on plastic. In fetal lung explants, dexamethasone did not increase 

the mRNA level of the rate-limiting enzyme of phosphatidylcholine synthesis, 

CTP:phosphocholine cytidylyltransferase (68), which supports the concept that the 

increased activity of this enzyme by glucocorticoids is due to increased fatty acid 

synthesis. 
The actual impact of glucocorticoids on surfactant proteins remains unclear, de

spite many investigations in this area. Whereas stimulatory effects of glucocorti

coids have invariably been observed for SP-B and SP-C gene expression in vivo, in 

lung explant culture, or in pulmonary adenocarcinoma cell line, SP-A gene expres

sion has been found to be either increased or decreased, or submitted to a biphasic 

control, i.e., enhanced at low glucocorticoid concentrations and diminished at higher 

concentrations. Differences among the species, the use of in vivo or in vitro models, 

the hormonal dose, or length of exposure may account for these conflicting data. 

Adrenalectomy in the rat showed that glucocorticoids play a minor role in SP gene 

expression, at least in the adult, and have rather limited translational or post-trans

lational effects ( 66). 
The role of glucocorticoids in the control of SP gene transcription is unclear. Al

though putative glucocorticoid regulatory elements (GRE) have been evidenced in 

the 5' -flanking sequence of the SP-A and SP-B genes (102, 180, 181) their role in the 

regulation of transcription has not been established. No GRE consensus sequence 

was found in the entire structural SP-A gene in the rabbit (44), despite enhanced 

transcription of the SP-A gene at all glucocorticoid doses in fetal lung explants of 

this species (23). When a reporter gene construct including a large portion of the 

5' -flanking region of the SP-A gene was transfected in type II cells or in two lung 

adenocarcinoma cell lines, not only did glucocorticoids fail to increase its transcrip

tion but the stimulation of its transcription by cyclic AMP (see below) was unex

pectedly antagonized by dexamethasone in a dose-dependent manner (6). Three pos

sible glucocorticoid receptor-binding sites with modest homology to the consensus 

GRE that appeared to overlap the cAMP-response element (CRE) may account for 

this inhibition of expression (6). By contrast, evidence for direct stimulation of SP-D 

expression at the transcriptional level has been demonstrated in transfection experi

ments with constructs including a large 5' -flanking sequence of the human SP-D 

gene (142). 
Glucocorticoid effects on the developing lung appear to involve interaction with 

other regulatory factors. Another possible mechanism of inhibited SP-A transcrip

tion in lung explants might be through diminished prostaglandin secretion (1). Glu-
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cocorticoids also appear to interact with transforming growth factor (TGF) ~ expres
sion in the developing lung, but conflicting data have been reported. Glucocorticoids 
were reported by some investigators to down-regulate TGF-~2 and TGF-~3 tran
scripts in mouse lung (86, 117), whereas others found an induction of TGF-~3 by 
glucocorticoids in fetal rat lung fibroblasts (175). These contradictory findings, along 
with the complexity of TGF-~ effects on the developing lung (see below), make it 
difficult to draw conclusions about glucocorticoid-TGF-~ interactions. Finally, lung 
proteins designated A2, B, and D that bind the SP-B promoter at a NF 1 site have 
been recently characterized. Their cDNAs have been cloned and sequenced; all three 
proteins are novel (108, 109). Co-transfection of a reporter construct containing 212 
bp from the SP-B promoter together with a protein A2 orB expression vector in a 
lung adenocarcinoma cell line resulted in slightly increased reporter gene expression 
that was further enhanced by glucocorticoids in the instance of protein B (109). The 
protein D carboxy-terminal end contains a modified leucine zipper-like DNA-bind
ing motif. Co-transfection with a reporter construct containing 212 bp of the SP-B 
promoter together with a protein D expression vector led to strongly enhanced re
porter gene expression in the presence of dexamethasone only (108). At least for 
SP-B regulation, glucocorticoid responsiveness appears to involve additional gene 
transactivating factors that are distinct from the glucocorticoid receptor. 

As a whole, glucocorticoids appear to accelerate surfactant accumulation in fetal 
lung through complex mechanisms that involve cell-specific transcription factors 
and balanced control of other modulating factors. Moreover, in view of the preco
cious and marked delay of overall lung development reported in GRH or GR knock
out models, it is likely that glucocorticoids play multiple roles and elicit expression 
of a number of genes other than those of the specific markers of distal lung. The con
trol of some genes may be a prerequisite for expression of the others, thus illustrat
ing the concept of glucocorticoid permissive effect. Clarification of these mechanisms 
calls for further investigations, especially into the cascade of successive gene activa
tions/inactivations. 

Cyclic Adenosine 3',5' Monophosphate (cAMP) and 
cAMP Increasing Agents 

Cyclic AMP has been shown to be a potent positive regulator of SP-A gene expres
sion. It markedly increases the transcription rate of the SP-A gene in fetal lung ex
plant culture. Two enhancers have been identified in the 5' -flanking region of the 
rabbit SP-A gene, whose mutagenesis resulted in a marked reduction in basal and 
cAMP-stimulated fusion gene expression in transfected type II cells (73). A putative 
c-AMP response element (CRE) that differs from the consensus CRE by one nu
cleotide only has been identified in this promoter by the same group and is pre
sumed to mediate transactivation by cAMP of a reporter gene in transfected type II 
cells grown on extracellular matrix prepared from Madin-Darby canine kidney cells 
(6). Cyclic AMP did not enhance expression of the reporter gene in type II-related 
cell lines that do not express SP-A in vitro, despite a relatively high basal rate of 
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transcription in these cells (6). Type II cell-specific transactivator(s) of the CRE or, 
alternatively, some component of the cAMP response pathway is absent from these 

cell lines. More recently, mutagenetic study of the SP-A CRE led to the conclusion 
that this site does not bind classical CRE ligands of the CRE-binding protein/activat

ing transcription factor family, but rather an orphan member of the steroid receptor 

family (120). 
The finding that terbutaline, a ~2-adrenergic agonist, increased the accumula

tion of SP-A in human fetal lung explants (131), suggests a role of catecholamines in 

the regulation of SP-A expression through ~-adrenergic receptors and cAMP. 
Prostaglandin E2 synthesis may also promote increased cAMP formation with con

sequent type II cell differentiation and SP-A gene expression (1). 
In comparison, cAMP appears to have more modestly enhancing effects on 

SP-B and SP-C mRNA levels in rabbit or human lung. Cyclic AMP is nevertheless a 

stimulating factor of SP-B gene transcription in organ cultures of fetal rabbit lung. 
Evidence has recently shown that the stimulation of SP-B expression by cAMP is 

mediated by protein kinase A (PKA)-dependent activation of TTF-1 through the 
phosphorylation of a site at its NH2 terminus (191). Consistent with this finding is 

the fact that a DNA homology search revealed no CRE consensus element within 

the concerned region of the SP-B promoter, suggesting that the stimulatory effects 
of PKA were not mediated by direct activation of CRE elements in the SP-B gene 

(191). 

Epidermal Growth Factor and Transforming Growth Factor a 

Epidermal growth factor (EGF) has long been recognized as an important control 

factor of both lung branching growth (see Chap. 1) and lung maturation (reviewed 
in ref. 30). Location of EGF and TGF-a mRNAs principally in mesenchyme of fetal 

human lung and of their common receptor (EGF-R) in epithelia suggests their prob

able role as paracrine mediators of mesenchymal-epithelial interactions (141). Since 
a high level of TGF-a has been found in fetal lung during the late canalicular and 

saccular stages when distal lung epithelial cells differentiate and mature (100), this 

factor may be involved primarily in the corresponding control mechanisms. 
Both TGF-a and EGF stimulated type II cell proliferation, and this effect was 

antagonized by TGF-~ (143). Epidermal growth factor also enhanced phosphatidyl

choline synthesis in isolated type II cells, particularly when maintained on a base
ment membrane matrix (69, 43). Since EGF also increased SP-A mRNA and protein 

in human fetal lung in culture in a dose-dependent fashion (183), EGF and TGF-a 

both appear to be proliferative and differentiation factors for the alveolar epithe
lium. Despite this fact, no attempts to further analyze their effects on gene expres

sion have been made. 
The EGF-R gene has been invalidated in the mouse (122). Homozygous EGF-R

deficient mice died within the first 8 postnatal days. They exhibited growth retarda
tion and a number of abnormalities, including marked lung abnormalities and 

breathing problems. Their lungs were condensed, with collapsed alveoli and dilated 
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terminal bronchioles closer to the pleura. Alveolar septa were thicker and more cel
lular, which is typical of lung immaturity. SP-A and proSP-C immunoreactivity was 
reduced. This picture resembles that of human neonatal RDS. These findings demon
strate the involvement of EGF-R and therefore of EGF and/or TGF-a in lung devel
opment, especially in the morphogenesis and cell maturation of distal areas. 

Keratinocyte Growth Factor (Fibroblast Growth Factor 7) and Hepatocyte 
Growth Factor/Scatter Factor 

Both these heparin-binding growth factors have been reported to be present in lung
fibroblast conditioned medium and to synergistically mediate the proliferation
stimulating activity of this medium upon isolated type II cells (133). Keratinocyte 
growth factor (KGF) has also been shown to be a potent stimulus of type II cell mul
tiplication in vivo through intratracheal administration (173). Again, the restriction 
of KGF gene expression in mesenchymal tissues and of KGF receptor [KGFR, 
a fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR)-2 splicing variant also designated 
FGFR2/IIIb] in epithelia (132), as well as the expression of hepatocyte growth fac
tor/scatter factor (HGF/SF) in mesenchymal tissues and of the HGF/SF receptor 
(c-met) in epithelia (161) suggest their implication as mediators of mesenchymal
epithelial interactions in the developing lung. The KGF and KGFR mRNAs have 
indeed been found to be expressed early in the course of embryonic rat lung devel
opment, during the pseudoglandular stage (15, 157), and have been proposed to be 
involved in the control of early branching morphogenesis (see Chap 1). 

With regard to marker expression, it has been shown that exogenous KGF is a 
potent enhancer of SP-A and SP-B mRNA steady-state levels in isolated type II cells 
from the adult rat lung (169). In cultured whole embryonic rat lung rudiments, KGF 
was found to elicit formation of cystic structures filled with fluid and limited by an 
epithelium that displayed characteristic features of alveolar type II cells, including 
lamellar bodies and expression of SP-C mRNA (157). This time, the SP-A mRNA 
was not enhanced, although there was strong stimulation of SP-C mRNA expres
sion. More recently, using cultures of mesenchyme-free embryonic mouse lung epi
thelium on EHS matrix, it was consistently shown that KGF induced cystic structure 
formation and a precocious differentiation of type II cells with advanced SP-A and 
SP-B expression, but SP-C expression seemed to be reduced (40). In type II cells iso
lated from fetal rat lung during the late gestational period, when surfactant storage 
takes place, and cultured on the EHS matrix, KGF not only enhanced expression of 
all three SP-A, SP-B, and SP-C proteins but also stimulated phosphatidylcholine 
synthesis and storage through the increase of fatty acid synthase gene expression 
and activity, and the increase of choline phosphate cytidylyltransferase activity (43). 
Compared with other growth factors, KGF appeared to be the most potent stimulat
ing factor (43). Differences in the models may account for these partially discrepant 
findings. Nevertheless, taken together, these investigations suggest that KGF is a 
stimulus of distal lung development and that it plays a role in the differentiation of 
type II cells. Acidic FGF (FGF-1), which also binds the KGFR, mimicked the effects of 
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KGF, although at a higher concentration, in three studies (43, 157, 169), but failed to 
induce type II cell differentiation in the fourth one (40). The HGF/SF neither influ
enced expression of SP mRNAs (169) nor stimulated phospholipid synthesis (43) 
nor affected lung morphogenesis in vitro (157), but it was shown to induce forma
tion by LX-1lung carcinoma cells of pseudo-alveolar structures lined with thin type 
I-like cells (33). A possible involvement of HGF/SF in the type li-to-type I cell con
version can therefore not be ruled out. 

Several genetic manipulations have been made in the mouse to explore the role 
of KGF and KGFR in lung development. The key role of KGF transduction signal for 
lung development has been illustrated by lung-targeted expression of a dominant
negative FGFR2 placed under the control of the SP-C promoter for targeting the 
transgene expression specifically to the lung epithelium (134). Newborn mice ex
pressing the transgene were completely normal, except that instead of having nor
mally developed lungs, they had two unbranched, undifferentiated epithelial tubes 
that extended from the bifurcation of the trachea down to the diaphragm (see Figure 
12.4c). No expression of the endogenous SP-C, chosen as a molecular marker of ep
ithelial differentiation, was detected. Surprisingly, invalidation of the KGF gene (79) 
led to no obvious abnormality, which suggests that alternative ligands to KGFR, for 
instance, FGF-1 (40) or FGF-10 (15), play the major role in the KGFR-mediated 
events of lung morphogenesis. Misexpression of KGF in the lung epithelium of mice 
rendered transgenic for a human KGF gene fused to the SP-C promoter (158) led to 
embryonic lethality and to profound disturbance in fetal lung branching, with cystic 
lungs composed of exaggerated large airways, a deficit in small branching airways, 
and numerous dilated saccules lined by an immature, columnar epithelium that was 
unable to produce surfactant proteins B and C despite abundant expression of their 
genes. Morphological findings are consistent with those obtained with exogenous 
KGF in embryonic lung cultures (157). The absence of SP-B and SP-C may appear 
surprising, but the unregulated expression of KGF in epithelial cells that normally 
do not elaborate it may have profoundly disturbed a regulatory mechanism that im
plies interaction between distinct cell types in the normal lung. Moreover, the KGF 
mRNA level has been shown to increase steadily in rat lung during late saccular and 
early alveolar stages (58, 157). In the transgenic model, the precocious presence of 
high levels of KGF in the lung bud may therefore have impaired lung development 
at a stage when the bronchiolar tree is not completed. 

More in-depth investigations are necessary to determine the underlying mech
anisms that control gene expression, but taken together, these data indicate that KGF 
and related factors of the FGF family that are acting through the KGFR are impor
tant regulatory mediators in lung development. Taking into account the branching 
effects of FGF-1 ( 40) and FGF-10 (15), these factors may play a major role in branch
ing morphogenesis, while KGF may control alveolar cell differentiation. Like EGF 
and TGF-a, KGF is both a mitogenic and differentiation factor of the alveolar epithe
lium. In this respect, it could become useful for the prevention of RDS through ac
celeration of lung maturation in utero and for the treatment of epithelial lung in
jury, including BPD. 
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Transforming Growth Factor 13 and Related Substances 

Factors of the TGF ~family have multiple roles in lung development. Three different 
TGF-~ isoforms are present in mammals, and each has different effects on lung de
velopment. TGF-~1 appears to regulate early morphogenesis and extracellular ma
trix deposition in the developing lung (see Chap. 1). In distal parts of the lung, it in
hibits histodifferentiation and the synthesis of SP-A and phospholipids (38, 72, 172, 
183). The TGF-~-related Mullerian inhibiting substance, which is responsible for 
the Mullerian duct regression in the male, has also been reported to inhibit surfac
tant synthesis and has been proposed to be involved in the delay of lung maturation 
in males (reviewed in ref. 30). Conversely, TGF-~ has been reported to enhance 
expression of laminin and of a and ~ subunits of its integrin cell receptors in alveolar 
epithelial cells, an effect potentially linked to their differentiation process (101). 
TGF-~1, which inhibited branching morphogenesis in a dose-dependent and re
versible manner, also inhibited N-myc expression in cultured mouse lung bud (150). 
It appears, therefore, that reduced levels of N-myc resulting from TGF-~1 treatment 
may have impaired epithelial cell proliferation in lung buds and consequently have 
affected branching. Expression in the mouse of a TGF-~1 transgene targeted to res
piratory epithelial cells by the SP-C promoter led to an arrest of lung development 
in the pseudoglandular stage (194). Contrary to branching morphogenesis of the 
bronchial tree, which was only slightly delayed, dilation of terminal buds, thinning 
of mesenchyme, and epithelial cell differentiation were markedly impaired, includ
ing failure to express marker proteins such as CC10 and pro-SP-C also occurred. In 
addition, the distribution of smooth muscle actin was abnormal, which may account 
at least in part for the limited expansion of distal leading edges of terminal buds. 
Consistent with the probable implication of N-myc in distal lung morphogenesis is 
the finding that reduced N-myc expression could be involved in these abnormalities. 
These findings are in keeping with the concept that alveolar epithelial differentiation 
implies that the inhibition exerted by a TGF-~-like activity produced at early devel
opmental stages by lung mesenchyme is released (172). 

Little is known about the role of TGF-~2 in lung development. TGF-~2 knock
out mice are born cyanotic, exhibit respiratory distress, and die within minutes 
(144). Histological examination of the lung did not reveal morphological defects. 
Collapsed conducting airways were observed, but surfactant was unexplored (144). 
The role of TGF-~ is better documented and appears to be crucial. The TGF-~3 null 
mutant mice exhibited grossly abnormal lung development, including pseudoglan
dular histology, alveolar hypoplasia, mesenchymal thickening and hypercellularity, 
and decreased pro-SP-C immunoreactivity (90). This study indicates that this TGF-~ 
isoform is necessary for normal lung development and that, in contrast to TGF-~1, 
TGF-~3 favors alveolar cytodifferentiation. Transforming growth factor ~3 has also 
been shown to control tropoelastin expression by the fetal lung fibroblast, which is 
consistent with a possible involvement in alveolarization process (192). 

Studies on localization ofTGF-~ isoforms in the developing lung do not provide 
much insight into their functions. Through in situ hybridization, TGF-~1 mRNA 
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has been found to be present in both mesenchyme and epithelium (74, 149). While 

in situ hybridization detected TGF-~2 expression in epithelial cells of the growing 

tips of developing bronchioles in the human and mouse (74, 123, 149), the im

munoreactive peptide was detected in isolated fibroblasts but not in isolated epithe
lial cells from the developing rat lung (56). TGF-~3 expression appears to be re

stricted to the columnar epithelial cells of future airways and to be absent in the 
epithelium of growing end buds or in differentiated alveolar epithelium (123). Since 

mesenchymal cells express the TGF-~3 gene (123, 149) and contain the immunore
active peptide (56), this absence from distal lung epithelial cells is consistent with a 

possible mediation of a mesenchymal-epithelial interaction related to the role of 

TGF-~3 in alveolar cytodifferentiation. 
The TGF-~ receptors belong to a superfamily of transmembrane serine-threo

nine kinases. Three different-sized classes termed types I, II, and III receptors have 

been identified, although the precise role of each of those in TGF-~ signal transduc
tion is not clearly established. Consistent with the involvement of TGF-~ in the de

velopment of alveolar cells is the finding that the TGF-~ receptor type II displays 
maximal expression in fetal rat lung around birth and is expressed along a proximal

distal gradient. Whereas the cuboidal epithelium of the presumptive alveolar tubes 

shows intense expression of the receptor, only a low level of expression is detectable 
in the columnar epithelium of the large proximal conducting airways (193). 

Bone morphogenetic protein-4 (BMP-4), a TGF-~-related substance, also ap

pears to play a role in lung morphogenesis and cytodifferentiation (16). The Bmp-4 

gene and the Sonic hedgehog (Shh) gene, the product of which appears to play a role 

in Bmp-4 regulation, have been shown to be expressed at high levels in the distal tips 

of the growing mouse lung tubules, in contrast with the HNF-3~ gene, which is ex
pressed uniformly throughout the epithelium. Moreover, BMP-4 is also present in 

the mesenchyme adjacent to the most distal epithelium. Its expression declines dur

ing late gestation. Overexpression of Bmp-4 in mice transgenic for a SP-C promoter

Bmp-4 construct led to abnormal lung development. Transgenic lungs were about 
half the size of normal lungs and had fewer, greatly distended, epithelial terminal 

buds separated by abundant mesenchyme. Epithelial cell multiplication was reduced 

and mesenchymal cell death was enhanced. Whereas the pattern of CC10 expression 

appeared unchanged, the number of SP-C-expressing cells was greatly diminished. It 
should be stressed that contrary to normal Bmp-4 expression, which is limited to the 

tips of distal lung tubules, the transgene was expressed throughout the distal epithe

lium. Differences from SP-C- driven TGF-~1 overexpression (194) should be 
pointed out: whereas TGF-~1 overexpression led to arrested development at the 

pseudoglandular stage, with a reduced expression of both SP-C and CC-10 but no 

lung size reduction, Bmp-4 overexpression led to decreased lung growth and specific 
reduction in expression of alveolar markers. The factor BMP-4 therefore appears to 

be associated with growth of the lung epithelial tree, and a down-regulation of its 

expression may be a prerequisite for alveolar cell differentiation. It is questionable 
whether BMP-4 is the mediator of the TGF-~-like activity evidenced in previous in

vestigations (172). In a more recent study (14), it was shown that Shh overexpres-
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sion targeted to the mouse lung affected lung growth, with increased mesenchymal 
and epithelial proliferation and absence of typical alveoli. Type II cells, however, dis
played normal ultrastructure, and there was no change in the expressiOn of Bmp-4, 
the KGF gene, or of the specific lung markers CClO and SP-C. By contrast, the ex
pression of Pte, a murine homologue of the Drosophila segment polarity gene 
Patched, was up-regulated in the transgenic mice (14). 

Tumor Necrosis Factor a and Interleukins 

Although the proinflammatory cytokines, i.e., tumor necrosis factor a· and various 
interleukins, may not have major function in lung developmental processes, they are 
worth brief mention because of their implication in acute respiratory distress syn
drome (ARDS), neonatal RDS, and BPD. Tumor necrosis factor a has indeed been re
ported to be a potent inhibitor of SP-A, SP-B, and SP-C gene transcription and syn
thesis (10, 182), which would represent an aggravating factor in RDS and ARDS. A 
potential role of elevated IL-l (140) and IL-8 (88) in neonatal RDS has been pro
posed in the development of BPD, while IL-6 has been assumed to be implicated in 
excessive alveolar fibroblast proliferation in interstitial lung diseases (151). Thera
peutic approaches to these conditions should therefore aim at blockade of the 
cytokine-mediated inflammatory cascade. 

Platelet-Derived Growth Factors 

Platelet-derived growth factors (PDGFs) are dimers of two different peptide chains 
(AA or BB or AB) that interact with two related receptor tyrosine kinases designated 
PDGF receptor a (PDGFRa) and PDGFR~. Only PDGFRa binds PDGF-A chains. 
PDGF-AA is involved in the mesenchymal-epithelial interactions that direct early 
lung branching (see Chap. 1). The recent production of PDGF-A null mice has pro
vided evidence for the key inductory role that this mediator also plays later in devel
opment in the process of alveologenesis (29). The null allele has been shown to be 
homozygous lethal with two restriction points-one prenatally before embryonic 
day 10 and one postnatally. In the homozygous mutant mice that survived after 
birth, fetal and early postnatal lung development appeared to be normal, including 
the formation of prealveolar saccules, but postnatal alveolarization failed to take 
place. Emphysematous appearance and large areas of collapsed lung tissue ( atelec
tasis) extended progressively, thus leading to death. The defect in alveologenesis 
appeared to result from the lack of septal smooth-muscle cells (alveolar myofibro
blasts), with subsequent absence of elastin fiber deposition. In addition, PDGFRa
positive cells having the location of putative alveolar myofibroblast progenitors were 
specifically absent in PDGF-A null mutants. The ontogeny of alveolar myofibro
blasts therefore appears to be a prerequisite for alveolar septal formation, most likely 
because these cells are the source of elastin, and the specification of alveolar myo
fibroblasts is clearly dependent upon the presence of PDGF-A. Because epithelial 
cells appear to be the source of PDGF-A, myofibroblast differentiation is likely to be 
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under paracrine control exerted by epithelial cells in close apposition to the mes
enchymal cells from which myofibroblasts derive. That differentiation of myofibro
blasts is driven through positive direct induction of PDGFRa by PDGF-A appears to 
be a likely assumption. These remarkable findings illustrate that alveolar develop
ment implicates reciprocal action between the epithelium and mesenchyme, an idea 
that was formerly proposed for lung cell growth (5), and not exclusively one-way 
mesenchymal influence upon epithelial cell differentiation. 

CONCLUSION 

The control of gene expression in pulmonary epithelial cells has recently become a 
field of intensive research. Even if the question of how the fate of lung primordial 
cells is determined across the developmental process remains largely unanswered, a 
number of pieces of the puzzle have already been gathered. It appears that when the 
lung anlage emerges, its epithelial pulmonary identity is already imprinted, likely 
through positional information. Branching growth and differentiation of the various 
epithelial cell types are still imperfectly understood processes, but the crucial role of 
mesenchyme in their control, through actions of diffusible mediators or extracellu
lar matrix components, is firmly established. Transcription factors determining lung
specific marker expression have been identified. Markers of the distal epithelium are 
early and basically expressed genes, and cell differentiation along an anterior-poste
rior axis appears as either a repression or reinforcement of their expression in proxi
mal and distal areas, respectively. The same genetic and epigenetic factors control 
both morphogenesis and lung-specific gene expression. A complex, subtle balance 
between various mediators with developmentally adjusted changes appears to con
trol morphogenetic and cell maturational events. Multiple approaches are necessary 
to explore mechanisms more fully. Tumoral or transformed cell lines expressing 
a particular cell phenotype will certainly be useful. Transgenic models and null 
mutations have yielded and will continue to produce important new insights (see 
Chap. 13). It should be pointed out, however, that gene inactivation has led to some
what disappointing findings in some instances because it sometimes induced little 
change (e.g., KGF gene), or conversely, the developmental consequences were so 
dramatic and precocious that no information was provided for the understand
ing of organ formation (e.g., HNF-3~ gene). In this respect, the use of dominant
negative transgenes or conditional gene-expression/inactivation systems, such as 
Cre-LoxP, would be especially informative. Other strategies, such as differential 
display RT-PCR using oligo-dT primers and random 5' oligonucleotides, or investi
gations of mammalian homologues of genes important for the development of in
vertebrates (for instance the Drosophila's tubulogenesis driver trachealess) may 
help to identify novel gene expression in the lung. All these approaches, along with 
investigations of exogenous factors capable of accelerating or facilitating normal 
processes, should provide the molecular bases for new treatments of various lung 
diseases. 
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